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From the President
Dear ATMA Members:
It gives me great pleasure and I feel privileged to be the president of ATMA.
Ours is an organization that started six years back, by eleven dedicated
physicians from Tamil Nadu. Through the combined effort of member
physicians, their spouses, and along with all our allied health
care members, we have managed to our current status of six
hundred members strong.
We should continue to strive to include new members
and at the same time, encourage the current members to
participate in their local chapter meetings and events, and
make a concerted effort to attend our “National/Annual
convention” held during the summer since 2005.

We should reach out to projects that range from “cradle to grave “and not
limit our resources to one particular specialty in our medical field. It is also
essential that we encourage our younger members to take active
role in our organization, so “The torch could be passed on”.
I intent to carry out the duties of the President as dictated by
the By- Laws of ATMA. It is my goal to add new members to our
organization; make them proud of their enrollment in ATMA.
I would like to get the members involved in the activities of
the local and national organization, participate in CME, and
if they can donate any financial contributions toward the
various charitable projects accept them gracefully.

It is our mission, to provide health care to the under
privileged, under served and poor people of TamilNadu, the
U.S. and Tamils in any country, and provide any financial assistance toward
their health care. We are proud to announce that we have considered and
supported many projects and continue to provide financial assistance to a
few projects on an annual basis.

As a final comment, I implore that all of us, as members,
take active role in our organization with enthusiasm and
generosity and not cynicism, and proudly say we are members
of ATMA. I am available at all times to assist in any way I can to our members
and their families to the best of my ability. My best wishes to everyone in
the upcoming Holiday Season.

It is essential that we continue to achieve our goals, and consider projects
that need both our financial and professional expertise. As graduates
of TamilNadu medical schools and Tamil physicians of medical schools
everywhere, and allied health care professionals, we are bound by
enthusiasm and commitment and stay united in this benevolence.

Sincerely,

Nedunchezian Sithian, M.D, F.A.C.S,
nsithian@yahoo.com

From the Chairman
Fellow ATMA members:
Our ATMA is in its sixth year, with 600+ members and is growing, because
of you members. Indeed, it it a great privilege to serve as chairman of the
board for the upcoming year, 2010. Please join me to thank the founding
members for their foresight in setting up this noble
organization to serve the underprivileged in India. Many
of our members have donated generously for the projects.
Many of our members spared their time and efforts for the
growth of this organization. As a chairman of the Board, I
wish to extend my heartiest gratitude.

By-laws committee under the leadership of Dr. C.K.Palani updating By-laws
as needed for smooth running of our organization and he will continue.
Communication is being shouldered by Dr. V. Parithivel, Dr. JJ.Gopal , and
Dr. S. Baskaran. Last but not least: Dr. V.Selvakumar. Thanks
to Dr. Selvakumar for his outstanding contribution to Pulse
and JATMA. The Board members updating Policies as
needed to improve our image and growth of our.ATMA.

The hard work and combined efforts of all members
strengthened our association and getting to the next level.
Charitable foundation is very active and involved in various
projects, to name Guddallor Adhivasi Clinic, Vavippalayam
Hospital, various health screening clinics and lately
Pallavaram Children Hospitan Center,Chennai.
Nandri,Vanakkam

P. Chockalingam, M.D.,
Email: pclingam@hotmail.com

www.atmaus.org

For the next term, Dr. Neduchezian is elected as President
of our association. Wishing him all the best. Nedunchezian
and myself will give our assurance to do our best for all the
activities of our association..We ATMA members should join
together to fulfill the mission of ATMA. Please encourage
your friends to join ATMA and a special request to all of
you, please actively involve in our association’s activities
and participate in our annual conventions.
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Public Service Award Recipient
- ATMA 2009

Nazeera Dawood, MBBS, MPH, CCRC Chair Web site Committee, Publication Committee
Born in Dindigul & raised in Saudi, she has a master’s degree in public health from University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill and her medical degree from Bangalore University. Recipient of the Public Service Award from
ATMA- 2009.
While working as a medical officer in Kasturba Hospital, a charitable hospital in Gandhigram, TamilNadu,
she implemented the Prevention of Parent to Child Transmission of HIV program and dramatically increased
the screening, testing and treatment for HIV among the pregnant mothers. Her passion is giving back to the
community and she strives each day to make that difference. She can speak Tamil, Kannada, Telugu, Hindi,
Urdu and read and write Arabic. Her love for the Tamil people and native language, Tamil gives her the
strength to do more every day for the under privileged people back in TamilNadu.



CHARITY AND INNER HAPPINESS
Nazeera Dawood, MBBS, MPH, CCRC

I

Another time on Deepavali, I rented a Tamil movie and watched
the whole movie with them. You would not believe the comments
and the whistles that they would, looking at the funny scenes or
beautiful figures in the movie. If there was a competition between
the theater audience watching ‘Rajini Ganth’s movie’ versus these
kids, I have no doubt the kids would have won. After watching
the whole movie, a 6 yr old girl who was handicapped came to
me and said “Nazeera doctor, romba nandri, neengal inga yenga
kooda saapittu daan pohanum”. This was an offer I could not
refuse. Finally one of the boy jumped up and said “Doctorukku
O Podungada” and you should have seen the laughter that was
spread in the whole room.

am writing to all of you to not only thank each one of you
for your commitment to a charitable organization like ATMA
but also want to take you a step further and want to try to
convince you that charity can come in many ways. I am pretty sure,
it is not that you are not aware of it but having to live a fast paced
life with work and family, we seem not to have time left for our
inner happiness.
That is what I am going describe:- about the inner happiness that
I have felt serving others especially the underserved. Yes, I want
to take you to Kasturba Hospital in Gandhigram, where you will
mostly see service minded people striving each day to make a
difference in others’ life, be it an administrator, a staff, a physician
or even students. Serving the rural community in itself is a great
challenge, but the inner happiness that comes out of that service
is a lifelong treat.
So when I joined the hospital as a junior medical officer, I would
often visit the senior citizen section and sit there for hours in the
evenings and chat with all of them. I was amazed to see that each
one of them had an interesting story to tell. It did not take too
much time for me to create a rapport with them but once I was a
constant visitor, they would look out for me each night, and ask the
nurses who pass by, ‘Nazeera doctor partheengala, sister?”
The staffs working in the senior citizen home were amazed as they
started to notice that the senior citizens were complaining less
about each other. I guess I was partly responsible for that as I knew
their sons and daughters were far away and they had only each
other for support and I made them realize that by resolving each
other’s differences.
Those memories are still fresh in my mind and can describe about
an incident. There was Seetha paatima and Zainab paatima and
Paandi paatima. Paandi paatima always used to hide in a corner
and eat her food and Seetha and Zainab would make eye signs and
tell me “anga paarunga, anga paarunga, nadakkattum” and we
all used to have a heavy laugh. Then Paandi paatima would turn
back and smile knowing we were teasing her.
Then there was this adoption home at Kasturba Hospital
Gandhigramam. These were babies left at the hospital doorstep,
or those who have lost their parents. They were the cutest babies I
have ever seen. As soon as you would enter the adoption home and
see the infants/ toddlers, tears would roll out as you would think
that they are the most beautiful creatures in the world.
I would spend countless hours there with those kids and you would
wonder even in such small age they would be so much sharing
and caring (I have not seen such bonds even between real sisters
and brothers). I still remember this small girl of 2-2.5 yrs old, who
would always want to dress in white. She would say she is a devathai
(angel), and once you see her after she is dressed in beautiful white
frocks, you would wonder if there are real angels in heaven or is
this little girl the only one?
Then there was this orphanage home at Gandhigramam :About 250300 children, girls and boys of all ages, the happiest kids I have ever
seen in my life having no worries as they knew they were there for
each other. I would often visit them and they would all enjoy having
me around At one time, I went and celebrated my birthday over
there, and believe it or not, I can never forget it as long as I live.
They had a handmade bouquet (priceless) and the “palapazham”
pieces all ready for the birthday celebration and sang the birthday
song for me. I was in tears but not for long, and we all started taking
pictures together. I did figure out that they did not get to celebrate
an outsider’s birthdays with the physical presence of the birthday
person. They definitely seem to have enjoyed it.

Finally, how can I not speak about the patients that visit the
hospital? I think they are the ones who are called ‘thangamana
manushargal.” I have no more words describing them, they believe
us so much, that we start to consider them as our family members.
What saddens me is the deep ignorance that they are in.
Once a patient came in labor pains, and before examining, when
asked for her medical records and the LMP, she had no idea what
we are talking about. Believe it or not she had not even gone for
antenatal check up during her pregnancy and did not even know
how far she was in her pregnancy!
This is the reality of some of the cases there that does not come to
surface. You would have so much pity and respect on these patients;
you would not know how to respond to them except make sure the
mother and the baby are fine. and hope that each one of them
received basic education. Gandhigramam hospital does provide a
place to stay if you plan to spend a couple of months to provide
service. They do accept you with open hands but it is not a place if
you are not service minded.
On a different note, the rural community are very smart people
too; to tell you an incident, in the neonatal ward, I was talking to
a nurse about a discharge of one of the baby there. Finally after
15 minutes the new baby’s grandmother comes in and without
noticing me sitting there, asks the nurse “andha songi (songee)
doctor yenna solraanga”. The grandmother did not realize I was
sitting there and you should have seen the look on my face at
that time (I have never had that look again anytime), so here is
a grandma who has truly told me what I was to her unlike all the
others who said how great I was !
Even though very embarrassing at that time, I still laugh at it
today!
Why am I telling you all these incidents: - to prove that the people
whom we are trying to do charity are asking us for more than
money (they are really thankful that we send them money on our
birthdays, on our children’s birthday, but they really want to shake
our hand and wish us in person)… they are asking us for our time,
let it be 10 minutes, they want us to listen to them, be with them.
The memories that I have from there are hard to let go. These are
the memorable moments that money could not buy.. So what is
in it for you reading such a long letter:- In the upcoming holiday
season, if you are visiting your home town in TamilNadu, I am
sure there are many charitable hospitals like Gandhigram near
you, many orphanages near you, many senior citizen homes near
you, make sure you go visit at least one and make the memorable
events. Buy some chocolates and go to the orphanage, you would
not be surprised if the kids saved the candy wrapper in your
remembrance.
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DILEMMA IN TAMILNADU
Soma Ilangovan, MD
We all get calls from our relatives from home on medical problems and asking for referrals. Indeed it has
become very difficult to advise friends and relatives to refer to any one without worrying whether they will
get good care.
Yes, there are very good, talented, conscientious doctors .But to find and refer to them is becoming
more and more difficult.
Our friends are all doing very well. They also have big establishments and necessary expenses,loans
etc. It is very difficult to find a doctor today that is not associated with a lab, scan/ X-rays institute and
a pharmacy. It has been our experience that unnecessary tests, procedures and medications are the
norm of the day. With insurance going to be available, it is going to get worse.
Just a couple of examples; one not too bad but comical and the other bad indeed.
Some one visiting had a small cut wound on the scalp from the dickey (trunk for those who
forgot!), went to a nearby hospital and was treated very well because the doctor from here
accompanied the patient. The M.S. qualified surgeon himself sutured under sterile precautions
and all went well. Then they were given three medications in a packet from their pharmacy.
One was Amoxacillin for three days. Second was ibuprofen for three days. And the third was
a proton pump inhibitor for three days, to counter act the belly ache people could get from
ibuprofen or the bill! Why three days? Come on, how many of us take medicines for more than
three days?
The next was not so funny. An elderly lady went with a possible TIA (Transient Ischemic Attack).
She was attended to very well including a Neurologist and had all the scans and what not. Then
she was given some fancy factor VIII kind of some thing to prevent bleed! That only cost Rs 80,000.
The doctor was a friend of a doctor relative here. So he called the Neurologist and the answer was
just to be on the safe side, a very nice statement that we hear a lot in our homeland. The answer
from a pharmacist friend from there was that the doctor gets 40,000 Rs free and clear !
We all hear those kinds of stories and have our own personal experiences.

Kadi
Jokes

The Insurance system and malpractice situation here have made many of us to do all kinds of tests
and procedures that may not be necessary. Now that is spreading in a virulent
commercial form in Tamilnadu and is hard to digest, especially when people
are getting hurt with out any kind of monitoring system to talk about. The
malpractice suits and in some cases physical abuse of the doctor by the
public is coming on strong. The big question is “Can we do any thing
about it ?”
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you are
and a response will be analyzed. If not
Neuro Surgeon: Joe,have you figured out what is wrong?
satisfactory it will be released to the
Joe the plumber: Yes Dr, You have a leaking pipe.
press with the names.
We cannot just complain but
we shall try to come up
with some practical
solution.

N.S.: How long would it take you to fix it?
Joe: Approximately 15to 20 minutes.
N.S.: How much would it cost me?
Joe: About 500 Dollars.
N.S: l am a Neuro Surgeon, and I don’t get paid
that much for that short a period of work.
Joe: I didn’t get paid that much either when I was a Neuro Surgeon.
Km
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ealth fairs are to be conducted by every member
of ATMA. Joy of service is to be appreciated by the
person involved, not to be described in words
by anyone else. Above health fair is one such meeting where
the real people who are in need of help were met to certain
extent, in detecting their chronic illness and direct them
accordingly.

Dental screening 207 Cleaning 27, Filling 12 Dental van for
the procedures from KSR :Extraction 2
In addition Eye screenings were done by 2 optometrists and
1 Ophthalmologist. General tonics for the wellbeing for these
patients were issued during the camp.

Some questions that may arise for future health
camp organizers:

During the health fair:-

1. What do we do with people who have hypertension
and diabetes?

People were screened for Hypertension, Diabetes, Anemia,
Height/ Weight, ECG for people with uncontrolled
Hypertension or Diabetes.

The health care infrastructure is very good in TamilNadu. If
we let the village health nurse know about these patients,
she/ he will visit them periodically doing monthly checkups
and patients can get one month supply of medications from
primary health center.

People involved:• 12 doctors- 2 of them from Primary Health Center
deputed by District Medical Officer.
• 6 post graduates from Salem Vinayaka Mission Hospital

2. What is the reason for the high rate of anemic
patients?

• Dr. Rajammal along with three of her nephews
• 2 lab technicians from local lab

•

Nutritional

• 20 college students, teachers and retired teachers,

•

Mostly these patients are premenopausal women

• 1 retired pharmacist with 2 pharmacists

•

Poor Gynecological care

3. How do we take care?  Any suggestions?

• 10 high school children

Everyone of us should adopt a village, during our visit to
see our family. Please see the adopted family and also run
a health fair. It takes only one day; of course it takes a lot
of pre-arrangements but once we start, things will move
on automatically, as long as we do not reserve the pride to
ourselves, willing to share with local organizations, God will
be with us and things will move smoothly.

Number of people screened:
Registered 690 people, few more unregistered. All of them
were screened for hypertension, Accucheck and urinalysis.
184 premenopausal women were checked for hemoglobin.
68 ECG’s were taken;605 people’s results were entered in the
computer.
Number of people with Hypertension >140/90 were 138 =
22.8%

Thanks to ATMA ,Vinayaka Mission Hospital,KSR,
Lions Club, Red Rock division of Rotary Club and
Weaver’s society of Tirunchangode, Erode.

Number of people having DM were 19.7%
Number of people having anemia <10 gm/dl of Hb= 114/
184= about 57.6%

Carolinas
Chapter

We had the first Carolinas Chapter meeting at Greensboro, NC on Nov 14th

2009. We discussed membership expansion, dues and fund raising ideas. The
Secretary is Dr. Valar Sundar and Treasurer is Dr. Ramesh Boothapuri. Dr. Sethu
Krishnan, a long term ATMA member was also present.We are creating a new
website for this chapter. On Dec 5th, we had our second meeting in Charleston,
SC to engage newly joined members in that region.
Anbudan,

Tamilarasi Kannan, MD
Governor,
Carolinas Chapter



Georgia Chapter Financial Report
August 17, 2008 to December 31, 2009
The summarized financial report below includes the Income and Expenses of the 5th National ATMA convention. Thanks
to your generous contributions, funds raised through the convention have already begun to benefit the health of underprivileged children in Tamil Nadu.
I take this opportunity to thank the Georgia team for their dedication and hard work in conducting a successful
convention.

Income

Total

Convention Registration
Ads and Booth Sponsorship			
ALAM Registration
102,008
102,008

Directed Donations received - PCMC

23,368

Directed Donations received - IMHO

1,000

Non-directed Donations received

9,787

Chapter Membership
Total Income

1,535

34,155

Expenses
Convention Expenses
ALAM Expenses

Total

Executive Treasurer,
ATMA-USA

70,666

70,666

Chapter Administrative Expenses

637

637

Operating Account retention

2,943

2,943

Donations paid to PCMC

53,500

Submitted by:

Donations paid to IMHO

4,600

Athi Narayan, MD

Excess funds in Foundation acct

1,256

59,356

1,535

137,699   137,699

Jay J. Gopal, MD

Note: This report is based on
un-audited financial statements.
The final audited report will be
published in the 2010 ATMA
Convention souvenir.

President 2008-09
ATMA-USA

Abdul Jabbar, PhD
Total Expenses
Net Income 2009

   133,603 133,603
4,096

4,096

ALAM = ATMA Leadership Annual Meeting; PCMC = Pallavaram Children’s Medical Center; IMHO =
International Medical Health Organization.

Treasurer, 2008-2009
ATMA- Georgia

Kannan Ramaswamy, PMP
Accounts Management
ATMA-USA & Chapters

Care and Support of Children with HIV-AIDS in Vellore, Tamil Nadu
A Joint Program of
Christian Medical College (CMC), Vellore - American Tamil Medical Association (ATMA)

The program now runs from a clinic, the ACC-CMC Trust for
Infectious Diseases (ACTFID) dedicated for the care of HIV
affected individuals at CMC, with support from the Confederation
of Indian Industry (CII) through Associated Cements Company
(ACC), and Government of India through
National AIDS Control Organization which
provides free antiretroviral medications and
CD4 tests. Dr. and Mrs.Parithivel visited
this clinic at CMC, Vellore on the 12th of
September 2009, reviewed the program
activities, list of beneficiaries, financial
statement and held discussions with the
project co-ordinator, Dr. Anand Manoharan
and Mr. Peace Clarence, a social worker
involved with the project.

As many as 96,942 children tested positive for HIV during the
last three years, according to the Government of India.The
highest was in Andhra Pradesh with 22,559 children; 21,835
in Maharashtra and 15,082 in Tamil Nadu. Care of HIV affected
children has been recently declared a
national and state priority by Government
of India and Tamil Nadu ministry of Health.

The care and support of children with
HIV-AIDS, a program supported by ATMA
has been ongoing at the Department of
Medicine Unit I & Infectious Diseases,
Christian Medical College, Vellore since
January 2007. The program has benefited
children in need of antiretroviral drugs
and supports their nutritional needs. Forty
The activities that are currently ongoing to
children residing in and around Vellore
help HIV affected children will continue,
and in a few cases their mothers too, have
Dr. Parithivel and Dr. Manoharan
thanks to ATMA support. In addition, we
been helped to date. The program also
request donations to support home visits
helped to support the housing needs for
and follow up care for HIV positive children who do not come
two orphaned brothers at Gudiyatham, a HIV-positive family in
to the clinic for regular check up; further, there is a need for
Makkan, Vellore. Free consultations at the infectious diseases
older children to train in vocational activities to help them earn
clinic, subsidized laboratory investigations, milk card scheme
a livelihood. We seek support for these activities.
and provision of nutritional mix, monthly meetings are some
of the activities undertaken to help HIV affected children. In
Dr.Anand Manoharan,
addition, tuition fee support for children of HIV positive parents
was made available. The generous help of ATMA towards the
ATMA Project co-ordinator CMC, Vellore
above is gratefully acknowledged..


Vanakkam !
It is our great pleasure and honor to publish this issue of
Pulse in your hands. ATMA and Pulse are running the 6th
year already!
News of successful ATMA’s joint program for Care and
Support of Children with HIV-AIDS in Vellore, and Health
Fair at Devanakuruchi, Tirunchengode should be heartening
for the Tamil Medicos of this land. There are also reports
of our great convention in Atlanta in ெசந்தமிழ்; chapters’
reports; financial report; announcement for the next
convention in Chicago; thanks to all the contributors.
When we launched Pulse in 2005, the declared mission
was:
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To Publish News and Special Achievements of ATMA
and its members and Tamil Medicos at large
To publish community news and announcements
of activities of organizations, individuals, and of
general interest
To publish, as space permits, short articles, poems
in Tamil and English, jokes, cartoons, and photos of
events.
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The issues of Pulse over the years should speak for it’s
adherence to the mission.
We also published one issue of Journal of American
Tamil Medical Association in 2006. The goal was:
“To provide a peer-reviewed vehicle for timely publication
of original scientific research studies, critical literature
reviews, book reviews and occasional special features; To
serve as a forum for the dissemination of information and
scholarly discourse on issues from the local to international
levels.”
However, we haven’t published the second issue yet because of lack of articles and materials; alternatives have
been proposed in our forum, including the publishing
abstracts of original research published by our ATMA
members or any physician/scientist of Tamil origin, in peerreviewed journals.
When we started JATMA, we wanted to aim high and had
nothing to lose if we couldn’t make it. It isn’t that easy to
get articles published in prestigious journals; we thought
we could create an outlet for those who want to get their
feet wet and also to include not necessarily breakthrough
research articles but also of any general interest research,
surveys etc.
We would still like to thrive for a higher goal and solicit
original, yet unpublished medical research articles and
other original articles, reviews of medical topics of general
interest, case repots, and reviews of medical books. We
know there are many Tamil academicians in this country
and request and hope they will contribute for the next
JATMA to make another successful issue soon. Of course
we would include the abstracts of our members published
articles.
Looking forward for your comments and contributions,
which can be mailed to: Gutkumar@gmail.com
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TTXIY{¢t]BXz¯t_BN 6TBR} 8Q{¢_HTB¶

?¯ 8GMXB BXyDYNR{I¢. ]IXGtB{IY DY²TB M² 8R

8_RNTB¶ ÕBY 7yOXuBY} JGK’ M² M¯{¢T

TNIYK¾} LXOL¾N 8_D M² JGK JYB DY J_G]LP¢. 8¢

DOTH} ]DXtBQYuB{IY} ^NXBX «IQYN JYB DYB_R ODY{¢t

IMY JXy ?¯ 8_DNOuB{IY 8¯~L_I ^LX}P <zH{_I

]BXz¯|IK.

6_KT MKuBR´ =L{IYN¢.

MXJXy MQ,.T¯¢B...

M¯{¢Tt BT 6Mº...

M¯{¢TB ELX, ]DXtBQYuB, ]Jx]DSYN} 7BY^NX MXJXy

¢TtB{IY M¯{¢T ^O OXMQYuB M² 6TO¢ ¸TKOX

MQ_O ]TRNyGK. 8¢ 6.I.M.D.T} ]TRNBR} «}^KXNXB

Õ]IXG M¯{¢Tt BT’ 6Mº MYBv DYP~LXB JG{I~LyG¢. 8|I

6_M|I¢. T¯¢ TSu 6MT IuB LHN DYP|¢

6MT ^LDYN 6_KT¯ BXTXy M² <^MX¾ LB_Qt
BSBuB_Rv ^D|I ©B

]LP 6]M¾tB IMY

TRuBYN_MtBXB JX} ^L¯t 6.I.M.DT} T¯¢B

M¯{¢TBRXT.

TSuB~LyGK. <^MX¾ LQB_QtBSB{_Iv ^D|I M¯{¢T ]TuBy

]IXG M¯{¢Tt BT 6MT DtB_O ^JX, 8O{I{IY :N

JXOXNH} ÕTX JX DXI_K T¯¢’ ]LPX. DB_O ^JX

]BXQyOX, MK 6¸{I M² L}PYt BXvD ^LX}PK

L~LXº M² DYBYy_D LPY 6T 7PYN :_O TX_N~ LRtB

TTXIYtB~LyGK.

_T{I¢.

MXJXy} M_PN JYB DYB_R M¯{¢T 7IY JXOXNH} 6TBR¢
¸ TSY JG{IYN¢. "IMY

Õ8R 7TXR¯tBXK T¯¢’ M¯{¢T M KXºt TSuB~LyG¢.

ªTB{¢G} JMtR (6.I.M.D. D¬B)

ÕDYP|I LNDY T¯¢’ M¯{¢T 6MYIX DYJYTXD§t, Õ]LX¢v

]IXG©B 6²|¢ TGXM =} LX¢BX{¢t ]BXR ^Tz]M}²"

^D_T T¯¢’ M¯{¢T JDZOX IX»{¢t TSuB~LyG¢.

TRtBY 7IY :_ONXPYKX. ?²_M, I_Q_M{¢T, 6~LH~©

M¯{¢T 7IYJXONH} «tBYN ¸ :²~LKB¶t J}PY

MK~LX}_M 7BYN_T LH©¾N ^I_T <}², JM¢ MtB_R

PYKX. M¯{¢TB ]E.^E.^BXLX, T.<. L¾IY^T, 6~¢

ByG_M{¢ :IT ©¾N D¬B ^MLX 8}PYN_MNXI¢ <}²

ELX, OXMvD|IYO}, LXBO}, ^DTN ^OXv, ]DTOXw, EXIX

M¯{¢T 7IY IK¢ :_ON PY~LyGX.

OXEXOXM}, 8|IYO} 8|IYO BY¯yH}, JG~© 7¶KB

DKN}² MX_QN M¯{¢T OOXw M² ]DT.LT{OX

7BY^NX¯t 2009Ð2010 DuB{_I ]TPYBOMXB I_Q_M^N²

7BY^NX ÔKXMYNX IXtzG 8Qu_BN, :GJQ LOXM¾~©

JG{IYv ]D}PIBXB J}PY ]I¾TtB~LyG¢.

M² TR¯ :QBY S|_IB :GJQ” <}L¢ LPYN :_OB
PY~LG{ItB_TNXB 6_M|IK. 8|I :_OB :GJQ~ LHB

2009-2010  7zBXK DuB{IY} I_Q_M ]LX²~© M¯{¢T

M² IMY JXy LOXM¾~© BY_GtBXITB¶tBY_G^NNXK

]Jx]DSYN} 6TBRG ?~L_GtB~LyG¢. ]Jx]DSYN} IK¢

.

8_G]TR_N JYO~©TI ^I_TNXK 6~LH~© MK~LX}_M

=©_ON ]DKyG ky ]B}K DuB{IY} M ¢ =L{IYN

M² ;tB{_I 6.I.M.D.ºt TSuBYNIXB 6I} JYTXBYB

IXtB{_I <{¢_O{¢, 6T DM{¢T, JIY, MKI :¾_M M²

B¯{¢{ ]I¾T{IK.

DYT :¾_M 7BYN_TB¶tBXB LXLyGIKX =LyG
6{IXtB{_I MK«¯B <{IYNLKX.

LQXTO...

DYBX^BX MXJX....

6.I.M.D.T} BG|I BXQ «NDYBR} T_RTXBº ]IXGvDYNXK
JYIYTSuIQY} ¬Q« "LQXTO S|_IB M¯{¢T _MN"

2009-2010 7z 6.I.M.DT} ?y]MX{I _M M¯{¢T

6.I.M.D.T} _TOMXB ]EXQYtBYP¢. 6_K{¢ S|_IB¶t

]Jx]DSYNK} M ¢ M{I~LyG¢. 6T¯ DYtBX^BX/¬}² MXJYQ

6TI TXu DtIY_N~ LPY BT_Q~LGXM M¯{¢T ^D_T

I_QT M¯{¢T ^DTN ^OXv, 2010- DYBX^BX MXJXy_G

TSuT^I 8_MN{IY} ^JXtBMXB 8NuTIXBt PY~LyGK..

6yQXzGXT J_G]LP 6.I.M.D.T} >|IXT¢ MXJXy_G TG

M¯{¢T 7²«B« M¯{¢T 7IY JXOXNH§ 6.I.M.D._T

?¯L ^MQXB JG{¢T <}P JLt_B_N <^QX¯

T´~L{¢TIY JYIY]N¸~©IQY} «tBYN{¢T{_I TQY²{IYK.

]TR~L{IYK.

DuB{IY} ^D_TB M² IYyG~LHB_R ]DNL{¢TI

2005- 7z IMY

D¬B~LuBR~© ^I_T~LT_I 8¯T¯ TQY²{IYK.

M¯{¢T D¬B{_Iv ^D|I ?¯ ¸TK

?}² ?¯ 6PtByG_R ^LX}P 6_M~L} ^I_T_N

M¯{¢T :ITB...

:²IY~L{IYK. 6I @OXz L} Õ6]M¾tB IMY

M¯{¢Tv

"J <|I MXP{_I :QBY BXH T¯©BYPX^NX 6|I MXPMXB J^N

DuB� JY²T~LyG¢. 8}² 6IY 600-t ^MLyG :²~LKB

MXP ^Tz" <}PX MBX{MX BX|IY. 6I <{¢t BXyGXB

:RK <}L¢ PY~LG{ItB¢.

TRuBY 6.I.M.D. JXMtB MXTyG{IY´, Gµ 7IYTXDY

6.I.M.D.T} I_QTB¶ Lu^BLXRB¶ :· L¾TK¾}

M¯{¢TM_KN´, TXTLX_RN ;OB M¯{¢TM_K, DYPQuBX

¸v]DNLXy 8KN TO^T© M² =LXB¶t :·

KXMY JYTXOH, BX{¾KX _PtBX² JYTXOH, LX^MX¾

L¾T} 6_M~LXR M¯{¢T EXIX OXEXOXM§t J}PY

TGPTB¶t

:GJQ~LOXM¾~©, 7IOTP ]LzB¶tBXK

]I¾T{IK. 6PYTNQXRB ²T¢ ^LXQ, Ô:Hº J}PXB MH

ÕLKNX}’ IYyG «IQYNT_P JG{IYN¯tBYP¢. <IYBXQ{IY

TDYKX

6¢ :G´t JQ¢’ <}L_I JY°Lt TI{IY :Hº

^M´ IYyGuB_R ]DNL{Iº JLt_B :R¢" <}²

=LXB_Rt BTK{I TD|IY OXM}, DX|IY JXOXNz 7BYN :Hºt

]I¾TtB~LyG¢.

¸ :²~LKB¶t J}PY ]I¾TtB~LyG¢.

]LX¢t¸....

DY}K ]EN|IY} J_Bv_T...

DK M² FXN² MIYN{IY I_Q_M{¢T 6Mº, ]LX¢t¸t

LX_TNXRB_R MBY DYtBGQY 7 {IYNTPY JB¯,

yG« J_G]LP¢. 6IY 2009 Ð 10- 7zBXK <IYBXQ

J_Bv_TNXR¯MXK DY}K ]EN|IY} J_Bv_T DYP~LXB

:{IY«_PB_R :²~LKB TTXIY{IK. DuBv DyG IYyGuB,

6_M|IY¯|I¢. 6_KT¯ 6TO¢ J_Bv_T_N ODY{IK.

©IYN :²~LKB_R ^DtB ^IIB, 6{I 7zBXK MXJXy

B}Kt B}K^BTOK} 8_D JYB º MX_QN MH ^D{I¢.

«}^KLXB M² 6.I.M.D.T} :²~LK <zHt_B_N

6]M¾tB IMY

6IYB¾{I ^LX}P LQ TGNuB TTXIYtB~LyGK.

M¯{¢T DuB{IY} 5T¢ MXJX <IYLX{I_ITGv

DYP~LXB JG|^IPYNIXt M¯{¢T JDZOX IX»{ ]I¾T{IX.

M¯{¢T JDZOX IX»{
IMY
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CONVENTION 2009
Atlanta

Congressman Dr.Tom Price
addressing the ATMA

Dr. Meena Madhur receiving the
Young Investigator Award from
Dr.Athi Narayan

ATMA President Dr.Nedunchezian
and President Elect
Dr.Tamilarasi Kannan

Mr.Chinni Jayanth
Comedian

Public Service Award:-Dr.Nazeera Dawood

Passing ATMA Torch :- ATMA team



ATMA

Chapter Reports
Chicago/Tri-State Chapter
The convention committee is finalizing
the hotel for our 6th Annual Convention
to be held in the Chicago area for 2010.
The dates have been finalized to be August
13th, 14th and 15th. You would be arriving
by the 12th evening and leaving on the
15th afternoon. We want to give you the
biggest and best Convention ever. These
dates are especially planned for members
with younger kids during the Summer
Vacation before the school reopens. Please
mark the days on your calendar and maybe
add the week before or after to enjoy the various attractions in the Chicago area.
We are talking to three institutions regarding CME certificates and sponsorships.
Dr. Deeptha Nedunchezian will be helping us with approaching the pharmaceutical
Companies.
We are still recruiting additional members for the convention committee and assigning
different subcommittees.
We thank Dr. Rajeswari Chandran for serving as our Treasurer for the past 2 yrs and
Dr. S. Chandran for the support all the way. We are looking for a new Treasurer starting
in Jan.2010.

Dr. Priya Ramesh
Secretary

Dr. Rajeswari Chandran

Dr. F.X. Roche

Trasurer

The Committee members
signed up so far are:
Rani & Dr. F. X. Roche
Ramesh & Dr. Priya Ramesh
Drs. Rajeswari & S. Chandran
Viji & Dr. C. K. Palani
Drs. Bhanu & Kris Chari
Padmini & Dr. Gunasekaran
Mr. & Dr. Narmadha Kuppuswami
Padmini & Dr. Ram Bala
Rama & Dr. Ram Prasad
Mr. Ramprasad Madana
Mr. & Dr. Mallika Rajendran
Dr. Thelma Marin
Dr. Ramu Sabapathy
Dr. Nithya Sunder
Shree & Mr. Seeni Gurusamy

Governor

Greater Washington Chapter
The fall and Holiday dinner meeting of GW chapter was held
at the BWI Marriott, Baltimore on 10/24/2009. Close to 60
members attended the meeting. The program started with a
talk by Dr. Manav Singla on the Assessment and management
of Asthma. This was followed
by a discussion about Health
Care Changes and the impact
on Physicians, by Dr. Michael
Newman M.D. F.A.C.P., a
professor of Medicine at
George Washington University
and a senior Advisor in
doctors for America.

This year’s Greater Washington Chapter grant was given to
the Rotary Club in honor of world polio day.
Dr. Dheenan, Vice President of Rotary club of Rockville,
Maryland accepted the sum of $2000
dollars to fund the eradication of polio
in Tamil Nadu. He gave a very good
presentation about the current statistics
of unvaccinated children and the need
to continue to support vaccination
to eradicate Polio and the physical
deformities in children.
A second grant of $
2000 was given to
Sankara Netralaya of
USA for eye care in
Tamil Nadu.

We had a wonderful
dinner sponsored by Merck. The second half of
the program started with a plaque presentation to
DR. V.S Ganapathy, M.S., F.I.C.S., retired Dean of
Stanley Medical College to honor his outstanding
contributions in the field of Medicine for the past
40 years. He continues his service in Chennai as a
consultant in Surgery and is currently involved in
developing an in-patient hospice center for terminally
ill patients. Even at the age of 78, he continues to
serve the community with compassion.

Sankari Sivasailam, MD.
Secretary

The GW chapter is organizing a fund raising
event to be held in May 2010 to support
additional health care projects in support of
the Tamil community and to help the needy
in Baltimore –Washington Metro area.

Vasantha Kumar, MD.
Treasurer
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Jeyanthi Srithara, MD
Governor
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ATMA SURVEY REPORT
ATMA convention evaluation survey was
commissioned by the ATMA. Dr.Nazeera
designed the survey through Monkey
Survey and sent the link through the
Yahoo groups to the ATMA members to
be filled out. In addition Dr.Athi Narayan
also sent out the survey link through his
thank you notes to the members. ATMA
felt the need for this survey as getting
feedback from members and is a critical
part of ATMA as it solely depends on
its members for success. Further, the
responses might help to organize the
Chicago convention customized to its
members. The survey was anonymous,
so they were free to respond and speak
out their mind. The maximum time to fill
out the survey was 4-5 minutes.
What you liked the best at this ATMA
convention ?
What other events or topic would
you like to see addressed at the ATMA
convention ?
Overall are you satisfied with the ATMA
convention in Atlanta?
After several attempts, we had 27
respondents fill out the survey and the
results are :
• About 89% were satisfied with the
ATMA convention 2009 in Atlanta.

•

CME topics , Souvenir contents
and dinner during the convention
rated high scores, followed by
award sessions, standup comedy
by Chinni Jayanth and spouse tour
arrangements.
• About 75% felt their research or
practice will be impacted as a
result of something learned in the
convention.
• Those attended the General Body
meeting and the leadership meeting,
90% of them felt it needed better
time management
Some of the events or topics they
would like to see addressed at the
ATMA convention are:
• Patti Manrams, debates on
different view points on a topic
• Interactive sessions.
• CME topics like Mood disorders,
Seizures, Hypertension, Pediatric
topics
The attendees rated the following the
best about the Atlanta convention:
• CME topics
• Speech by Dr.Venkat &
Dr.Nazeera
• Social hour

• Fundraising for PCMC beds
The areas they would like to see improved
at the Chicago convention are:
• Better time management
• Spend less time on fund raising
• Use local talents
In summary, the ATMA convention was a
huge success and our recommendation
to the Chicago team is to provide
and collect the feedback forms to
the attendees towards the end of the
convention. In addition a link can also
be sent out to those who might have
missed out on the forms.
Once you embrace unpleasant news,
not as a negative but as evidence of a
need for change, you aren’t defeated by
it. You’re learning from it.

— Bill Gates
Nazeera Dawood,
MBBS, MPH, CCRC
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